
PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR DE-SALTING SEA WATER 

This invention relates to tile de-salting of sea water by freezing. 

Fig 1. shows one example embodying one or the features of the invention. 

In this figure container 1 and container 2 communicate through the middle piece 3 

and (in the first phase of the batch process) sea water is alternately moved by 

means or a pump located in the middle piece 3 from container 1 to container 2 

and visa versa. These two movements alternate 6very few seconds. In container 1 

tilere is located a sheet made of plastic or some other suitable material which 

ia ®Ued. up in the form or a ,piral, that is co-axial with the container 1. 

Subsequent turns of tile sheets are spaced a few milimetres apart. .&. similar spiral 

6 is located in container 2. 

The sea water le-vel in tile two containers is made to oscillate between two 

extreme positions, one in which the level in container 1 roughly coincides with 
of 

tile top/-..t spiral 4 and the level in container 2' roughly coincides with the 

bottom of.-.. spiral 6 and another position in which the level in container 1 

rou@tlly coincides with the bottom of -..t spiral 4 and the top in container 2' 

roughly coincides with the top of .a..t spiral 6. 

On top of the sea water in containers 1 am Z each there floats a layer of 

a liquid which is non-miss~ble with water. For instance a layer of straignt-chain 
( one 

hydrobarbon/oontaining about 10 to 12 carbon atoms for instance). The depth of these 

layers is somewhat larger than the height of the spirals 4 and 6. The hydro"rbon 

layer 6 ( in container ~ is cooled by coil 7 whichcf';!:'~ioJater of a 

refrigerater and similarly the hydrocarbon layer 8) is cooled by coil 9 which reP-

resents the evaporater or the same refrigerater. 

As the sea water is moved back and forth between the two containers 1 and 2. 

the cooled hydrooarbo~7.tt;-'WS the sea water level in its movement axially through 

spirals 4 and 6. As the sea water level moves axially dawmra.rd through spiral 4, the 



~ 
hydrocarbo( also moves axially downward through the spiral and cools the sheet spiral. 

As the motion is reversed and the sea water moves axially upward through spiral 4 

it is now cooled by the sheet spiral so that a thin layer of ice is deposited on 

the .,, .. 1 sheet. The same thing happens in spiral 5 in container 2. In this manner 

layer upon layer of ice is deposited on the spiral sheets. 

Arter an a.JOOtmt of ice has been formed which corresponds to say 1/3 _. 2/3 

of the amount of sea water in the container • the sea water ia drained off through 

valve 10 and fresh water is admitted in its place throufP. valve 11. 

In the second phase of the batch process. the fresh water is now moved back 

and forth between the two containers with the hydrocarbon layers floating on the top 

of the fresh water columns. ~ese hydrocarbon layers are warmed by the coils 12 md 

13 which represent the condensers of a refrigerater. In this manner the ice layer 

deposited on the spiral sheets 4 and 5 is mol ten. Arter a period long enough to permt;t 

the mslting of all the ice, the }resh water is drained off through valve 111 Mid sea 
,_~~/0 

water is admitted in its plac,J"and the cycle begins again. 

Fig 1-B is an apparatus identical with that shown in Fig 1-.A and the two are 

connected in the following manner. The coil 21 in container 14 represents the eva-

porater of the same refrigerater of which 13 represents the condenser and the coil 22 

represents the condenser of the same refrigerater of which 9 represents the evapo-

rater. The coil 23 represents the evaporater of the same refrigerater of lilioh 12 

represents the condenser and the coil 24 represents the condenser of the same re-

frigerater of which the con 7 represents the evaporater. The two machines, the 

one represented in Fig 1-A. and the other represented in Fig l...B always work: in 

opposite phase. When sea water is frozen in the first maehine, ice is molten in ~ 

the second machine. During this phase the coils in the first machine~ 
evaporaters are in action and the coils representing the condensers are shut ott • 1h ile 

in the second naohine the coils representing the condensers are in action and the 

evaporaters are shut off. In the next phase 
1 
when in machine B there is sea water 
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and ice is formed and in Illl<iline A there is fresh water and ice is molten,~ 
maohine A the condensers are in action and the evaporaters are shut off, while 

in Illldl ine B the evaporaters are in action and the condensers are shut off. 

25 and 26 are cooling coils conneoted with the evaporater of an auxiliary 

refrigere.ter which lifts enough heat from the temperature at which freezing units A 

and B operate to the temperature of the sea(the condenser of this aux lie.ry refrigerater 
,4- ~...-v-'( ..13 

is cooled by sea water) to Illlintain ~ *'• esdag units Trtis aux-

iliary refrigerater is much smaller than the refrigeraters which move heat between the 

twb units A and B. 

The temperature difference betweon~carbon l~ers in unit A and B might be 

around lSO centigrade in onde direction or the other depending on the phase of the 

batch operation. whereas the auxiliary refrigerater which either cools unit A through 

the coil 25 or unit B through the coil 24, has to lift heat from about -100 centigrade 

to the temperature of the sea water. 
Jl. · 

The apparatus shown in Fig 2 ~fers from that shown in Fig 1. in the following 

respects. Here the hydrocarbon which is used to oool or heat the spiral sheets~ 4J 

cooled or heated directly by being evaporated or condensed right inside the units A and 
<_ft"r~) 

B. In this case paiP 3MtW butan )lay be used as the hydrocarbon (rather than one of the 

heavier hydrocarbons). 

In one phe.se of the operation when the unit A freezes and the unit B melts ice 

the compressor 27 draws butan vapor from the unit A where butan evaporates and pushes 

into the unit B wl8re the butan condenses. In the opposite :Ihase of the operation 

when unit B freezes and unit A melts ioe, the action of the compressor is reversed, 

rutan is evaporated in lmit B and is condensed in unit .A.. An auxiliary refrigerater 

is provided here the same way as in the case of the operation described in oonneotion 

wifu Fig 1. 



(In place of butane, either pentane or propane may be used a.s a refrigerant). 

AB may be seen from Fig 2. when the valves 29 and 30 are open, while the valves 

31 and 32 are closed, compressor 27 draws butane vapor from the unit A and pushes it 

into unit B. When this phase of the operation is terminated and the valves 2-9 and 30 

are closed and the valves 31 and 32 are opened, then compressor 27 draws b.ttane vapor 

from unit B and pushes it into unit A. 

During the first phase of the operation, unit A contains sea water which is moved 

baok and forth betrteen container 1 and container 2 through the action of pump 3. 

When the sea water level stands at the lowest in container 1 am at the highest in 

container 2', its level is shown in Fig 2. by the line FF in container 1 and the line 

EE in container 2. The sea water level is then just below the bottom of the sheet 

spiral 4 and just above the top of the sheet spiral 5. The butane level in con... 

tainer 1 is shown by the line DD and in container 2 by the line GG. In this po

sition the depth of the butane layer on top of sheet spiral 4 is perhaps 1/3 or 1/Z 

of the height of the sheet spiral 4 itself. 

Prior to the onset of this phase of operation, all the sea water was with-

drawn from unit B and no fresh water was pumped into unit B to replace the sea 

water and the butane level in unit B is indicated by the lines CC in Fig 2. The 

butane level is thus below the ldWer end of the sheet spiral leaving a gap that 

has a heig.ht of perhaps 1/Z of the height of the sheet spirals 16 and 17. 

In this phase of operation pump 3 moves tile sea water back and forth between 

containers 1 and 2 in unit A but pump 18 in unit B is out of action and allows the 

butane to equilibrate between containers 14 and 15 so that the butane level is the 

smne in bofu containers a.s indicated by the line cc. In this phase of operation 

compressor 2?T draws butane vapor from unit A and the vapor condenses on the ice 

layer that has been deposited in the preceding phase of operation on the spiral sheets 

16 and 17. As the ice melts, the water drops down and accumulates below bhe butane 

in containers 14 and 15. 

When this phase of the operation is completed, the water is drawn off through 

the valve 20 from unit B. 
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In unit A ice was formed during this phase of the operation on the spiral sheets 

4 and 5 and at the end of this phase of operation the sea water is drawn off from 

unit B through valve 10. 

In the next phase of operation butane will evaporate in unit B and will con-

dense in unit A and melt the ice formed there. Before this next phase of operation 

begins 6 sea water is let into unit B through valve 19 and the action of the com-

pressor 27 is reversed by opening valves 32 and 31 and closing the valves 2'9 and 30. 

Whenever we shift from one phase of operation to the other 6 it is of advantage 

to drain off the butane from tmit A and unit B and pump the butane which was in unit 

A into unit B and vioe versa. After the sweet water and the sea water have been 

drained off from tmits A and B6 the butane can be drained off from these units across 

the val vee 33 in unit A and 34 in unit B. 

In Fig 2. the coils 35.36.37 and 38 represent the evaporator of the auxiliary 

refrigerator the function of which was discussed in the description of Fig. 1. In 

place of using these coils for the auxiliary cooling we might use an auxiliary com

pressor which will suok butane vapor in one phase of the operation (when b.ttane is 

evaporated in unit A) through the valve 38 out of unit A and compress it so that it 

condenses in a sea water cooled condenser and the liquid butane re-enters unit A 

through the va.l ve 39. In the next phase of operation. the valves 38 and 39 are 

closed and the valves 40 and 41 opened. The auxiliary compressor sucks then butane 

vapor through the valve 40 from unit B and the condensed butane is returned as a 

liquid through valve 41 into unit B. 

• 
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s. 

Corrections and additions to text on pages 4 and 5. 

Contrary to what might appear from the foregoing text, it is better to ?Perate 

unit A and B in such a manner that the sea water level does not rise above the top 

of the sheet spirals but stops each time a few inches below the top. This way it is 

to maintain the separation between the butane and the sea water, particularly 

period of oscillation of the sea water between containers 1 and Z is ~so 
in this way we avoid ice formation in the sea water above the top of the sheet spirals. 

easier 

if the 

Accordingly, in Fig 1. the sea water level shown in containers 1 and 14 ought to be 

lower. Similarly., in Fig 2. the sea water level designated ~ EE in container 2 ought 

to be drawn lower and correspondingly the butane level GG in container Z ought to be 

drawn lower. 

As mentioned on page 5, whenever we shift from one phase of operation to the 

next one, it is of advantage to drain off the butane from unit A and unit B and pump 

the butane which was in unit A into unit B, and vice versa.. Fig 3. shows how this 

can be conveniently accomplished if a. plant is composed of several units A and B. 

In Fig 3. there are a number of units A and B and, in addition, a container designated 

as 46 and another container 47. 
i.~ 

When we shift from a phase of the operation in which the GeetaieeP8 A were used 
~h 

as evaporators and the eon~aisar& B as condensers to the next phase of operation., the 

b.ltane is pumped from~ainer B, which is adjacent to fN{ container 47, into that 

conta.iner)as indicated by the a.rrow)and then we pump, as indicated by the arrows, the 

butane content of each unit into the adjacent unit and finally we pump the butane from 

container 46, as indicated by the arrow, into the adjacent unit A. 

If, however, we shift from a phase of operation in which the uni ~ B served as 

evaporator and the uni~ A served as condensers to the next phase of operation, then we 

pump the butane content of the last unit B into the adjacent container 46 as indicated 
I 

by the double arrow1and then pump the butane content of eaoh unit into the adjacent unit 

and finally, as indicated by the double arrow., we pump the butane content of tb8 container 

47 into the adjacent unit A. 
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It should be noted that in this mode of operation there is no mixing of the 

butane contained in the adjacent units but each time butane is pumped from a unit into 

another unit which has been emptied of butane. It should also be noted that contaill!'r 

4 7 always race i vas butane which comes from a unit that served as condenser and that 

container 46 always receives butane from a unit which served as an evaporator. Con-

C. tainer 47 can, therefore, be maintained at a higher temperature than container 46 and 

~ · 
t it is not necessary fully to empty either of them after each phase of operation blt 

they can serve as a reservoir of butane. 

With respect to the last paragraph on page 5, instead of saying "In place of using 

these coils for auxiliary cooling we might use an auxiliary compressor which will suck 

butane vapor, etc", it is better to say ~efinitely that such an auxiliary compressor 

is used in place of the coils shown in Fig 2. Further it is of advantage to have the 

auxiliary compressor suck butane through valve 40 (or 46 and 44) from unit B when ihis 

unit is used as the condenser rather than when the unit is used as the evaporator and 

similarly it is of advantage to let the auxiliary compressor suck butane vapor from unit 

A through the valve 38 (or the valves 42 and 43) when unit A is used as a condenser 

rather than when it is used as an evaporator. 

This is the end of corrections and additions to pages 4 and 5. 

Fig 4. shows a modification of the units shown in Fig 2. In this figure the 

lower part of unit A is shown on twice the scale of that used in Fig 2. Container 1 

and container 2 of unit A are here connected not by middle pieoe 3 which contains a 

pump, but simply by a tube 48. Two propellers 49 and 50 driven by the shafts 51 and 

52, both pump butane downwards. Depending on Which of the two shafts 51 or 52 is driven 

faster, butane will be driven from container 1 through tube 48 into container 2, or it 

will be driven from container 2 through tube 48 into container 1. If the shafts 51 am 

62 are driven by electric motors and if for a second, or a few seconds, the voltage on 

the motor driving shaft 51 is kept raised, while the voltage applied to the motor 

driving shaft 52 is kept lowered, and if subsequently for the next few seconds the vol-

tage on the motor driving shaft 52 is raised and the voltage on the motor driving shaft 

61 is lowered, then we will have al ternatingly the butane level fall in container 1 
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down to just below the ~vel of propeller 49 while it rises correspondingly in con-

tainer 2 and subsequently fall in container 2 just below the level of propeller 50 

While it rises correspondingly in container 1. 

The guide piece 53 in container 1 leaves an annular gap free between this guide 
tJ~_£/ 

piece and the wall of container l and the propeller 55, whioh is M-i~the -sha.f't 

51, drives throughout the whole phase of operation(during lilich unit A aots as evapo

ratoz) butane upward through this annular gap to the top edge of the guide piece where 

the butane flows into the interior of the guide piece. A perforated plate 57 between 

the propeller 56 and the top of the spiral 4 in container 1 prevents the turbulence 

caused by propellers 49 and 55 from propagating into the spaoe Within the sheet spiral. 

After this phase of operation is completed and during the next phase of operation 

when unit A serves as condenser and unit B serves as evaporator, the shafts 51 and 52 

are kept at a standstill and the corresponding shafts in unit B are kept in rotation • 



In place of alternately changing the speed at which we rotate the shaft 51 and 

52, it is preferable alternately to change the pitch of propellers 49 and 50. For a 

second or so, for instance, the pitch of propeller 49 is set in such a manner as to 

drive the liquid butane downwards, whereas the pitch of propeller 50 is set at zero 

(i.e. neutral position). Subsequently, propeller 49 is also set in the neutral position 

and allowed to renain so for a second or so: during this period neither propeller will 

ll¥>ve any liquid butane. Next the pitoh of propeller 50 is set so as to drive the liquid 

butane do11'Il11'8.rds while propeller 49 remains in the neutral position and after a second 

of so propeller 50 is set in the neutral position and propeller 49 is again set in the 

position where it drives the 1 iquid butane dolt'lllr8.l"ds. 1bis completes the cyole 1h ich 

is continuously repeated. If the interval which we assumed here to be one second is 

long enough each time propeller 49 or propeller 50 rr.JB¥ draw the level of the liquid 

butane layer all the way from its original high position down to the level of the pro-

peller itself but no further than that. 

The sheet spiral repeatedly discussed above,whioh serves as vehicle of heat 

transfer, may be nade of any suitable plastic mterial. It is of advantage though 

to make it out of a plastic sheet which is wetted bf water, or of copper sheet which 

is gold plated. 

If gold plated copper sheet is used, then there is very little crystal formation 

in the sea water and ice adheres well to the sheet. Scale can be rell¥>ved by dipping 

the sheet spiral into weak acid. 

~::r~~~ 
lJu- I t1 - 19 ry 
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The fresh water and the brine l'hich are drawn off from the units are allowed to 

pass into a tank each. These tanks are connected to a compressor which will boil 

of butane vapor that is dissolved in the aqueous phase. This is a batch operation 

and the pressure maintained over the aqueous phase will fall off in each phase of 

operation from the beginning of the phase toward the end of the phase. The pressure 

is not allowed to drop to the point when the water would boil in the absence of butane. 

The butane vapor sucked off is compressed, condensed and allowed to return into 

the plant. 

After the re!IX)val of the butane vapor, the sweet water passes through a heat 

exchanger in counter-current fashion against the incoming sea water, and similarly 

the brine passes through a heat exchanger in counter-current fashion against the i~ 

coming sea water. 

Alternatively, the sweet water can go through a heat exchanger in counter-current 

faShion against a straight chain hydrocarbon (containing about 10 or more carbon atoms) 

and this hydrocarbon in turn can pass through a heat exchanger in counter-current fashion 

against the incoming sea water, and a similar device is used for such indirect heat ex-

change between the brine and the incoming sea water. Such indirect heat exchange is 

adequate only if there is physical contact between the hydrocarbon and the aqueous phase. 

In that case we have a counter-current liquid liquid extraction system in which there is 

heat exchange between the hydrocarbon and the aqueous phase and at the same time butane 

dissolved in the aqueous phase will pass into the hydrocarbon phase. The butane taken 

up by the hydrocarbon can be removed by distillation and returned to the plant. 
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Corrections and additions to tezt on pages 4: and s. 

Contrary to what might appear from the foregoing text. it is better to pperate 

unit A and B in such a manner that the sea water level does not rise above the top 

of' the sheet spirals but stops each tlms a f«W inches below the top. 1'hia way it ia 

euler to maintain the separation between the butane and the sea water. particularly 

if the period of' oscillation of' the sea water between oontainera 1 and 2 is f'ut. Alao 

in thb way we a"VOid ice f'ornation in the sea water abow the top of the sheet apirala. 

Acoordi.ngly • in Fig 1. the sea water level aho1m in containers 1 and 14: ought to be 

lower. Similarly. in Fig 2. the sea water level designated ~ EE in contaiMr 2 ought 

to be drawn lower and correspondingly the butane leTel GG in container 2 ought to be 

drawn lower. / 

Aa mentioned on page s. whenever we ahif't from one J:bue of' operation to the 

next one. it 18 of' advantage to drain off the butane from unit A and unit B and pump 

the butane which was in unit A into unit B • and vice Teraa. Fig s. ahowa how thia 

can be conveniently accompliehed if a plant is composed of ae'ftral units A and B. 

In Fig s. there are a number of units A and B and• in addition. a container deaignated 

as 4:6 and another container 4:7. 

When we shirt from a }ilaae of the operation in which the containers A were u.aed 

as ewporatora and the containers B aa condensers to the next phase of operation. the 

httane is pumped from container B. which is adjacent to the container 4:7• into that 

oontainer u indicated by the arrow and then we pump. as indicated by the arron. the 

butane content or each unit into the adjacent unit and finally we pump the butane trom 

container 4:6• as indicated by the arrow. into the adjacent unit A. 

It. however. we shirt f'rom a Jilase of' operation in which the unit B serv.d u 

ew.porator and the unit A served as condenser• to the nut phase of' operation. then ... 

pump the butane content of the last unit B into the adjacent container 4:6 aa indicated 

by the double arrow and the pump the butane content of each unit into the adjacent unit 

and finally. aa indicated by the double arrow. we pump the butane content of the cont&iner 

47 into the adjacent unit A. 



It should be noted that in this mode of operation there is no mixing or tbe 

batane contained in the adjacent units but each time butane is pumped from a unit into 

another unit which baa been emptied of butane. It should al.ao be noted that oontainar 

47 always receives butane which comes from a unit that served aa oondenaer and that 

container 46 always receiTes butane from a unit which served as an eftporator. Con

tainer 47 can. therefore. be •intained at a higher temperature than container 46 and 

it b not necessary tully to empty either of them al'ter each plmie of operation l:ut 

they oan serve as a reser"ft>ir of butane. 

With respect to the last paragraph on page 5• instead of ayi.ng •In plaoe ot using 

these coils for auxlliary cooling we might use an auxiliary compressor which will sudc 

butane vapor. etc• • it is better to ay fefinitely that su ch an auxiliary oompreasor 

is used in place ot the coila shown in Fig 2. Further it is or advantage to have the 

auxiliary compressor suolc bltane through valve 40 (or 45 and 44) from tmi t B when th 1a 

tmi t is used as the condenser rather than wbJn the unit is used as the evaporator and 

similarly it ie of adwntage to let the auxiliary compressor suck butane ..apor trom unit 

A through the valve sa (or the val~ 42 and 4S) wt.n unit A 1a uaed aa a oondenaer 

rather than wl*n it is used as an evaporator. 

Thla is the end of corrections and additions to tages 4 and 5. 

Fig 4. shows a modification ot the units shown in Fig 2. In this tir;ure the 

lower part of unit A 1a shown on twice the seale ot that used in Fig 2. Container 1 

and container 2 of unit A are here connected not by middle piece S which contains a 

pump. blt simply by a tube 48. 'rlro propellers 49 and 50 drlTen by the shafts 51 and 

52. both pUII.p butane downwards. Depending on llhich of the t.> shafts 51 er 52 is drlnn 

taster. butane wUl be driven from container 1 through tube 48 into container 2. or it 

will be driven from container 2 through tube 48 into container 1. U the shatts 6l and 

52 are dr1Ten by electric motors and if for a second. or a ffffr seconds. the -.oltage on 

the motor driving aha.tt 6l h kept raised. while the volta e applied to the motor 

drl Ting sha.f't 52 is kept lowered. and if' subsequently for the next t .. seconds the -.ol

tage on the motor drlTing abaf't 52 is raised and the voltage on the motor dri Ting sha1't 

51 is lowered, then we will ha""' alternatingly the butane lenl tall in container l 
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down to just below the ls vel of propeller 49 while it rises oorreapondingly in oon

tainer 2 and subsequently tall in container 2 just below the level of propeller 60 

lihUe it riaes correspondingly in container 1. 

The guide piece 53 in container 1 leaves an annular gap f:ree between this guide 

piece and the wall of aontainer 1 and the propeller 55• whioh is dri~n by the shaft 

51. drives throughout the whole phase of operation during 1lh ioh unit A aots as evapo

rator butane upn.rd through this annular gap to the tQp edge of the guide pieoe wheN 

the butane f'l01ra into the interior of' the r;uide pieoe. A perforated plate 57 betwee. 

1he propeller 55 and the top of' the spiral 4- in container 1 prevents the turbulence 

oaused by propellers 4-9 and 55 from prope. ating into the spe.oe within the sheet spiral. 

Arter this phaae of operation is completed and during the next Iflase of operation 

whe~ unit A serves as condenser and unit B serves aa evaporator. the sha.tt 51 and 52 

are kept at a standstill and the corresponding ahat'ta in unit B are kept in rotation. 



In place of alternately changing the speed at which we rotate the shaft 51 1111d 

52. it is preferable alternately to ohange the pitch of propellers 49 and 50. For a 

second or eo. tor instance. the pitch of propeller 49 is set 1n such a manner as to 

drive the liquid butane downward•• whereas the pitch of propeller 50 1a set at &ero 

(i.e. neutral position). Subsequently. propeller 49 is also set in the neutral position 

and allowed to rem in so for a aeoond or o • during this period neither propeller will 

move any liquid blta.ne. Next the pitah of propeller 50 is set so aa to drive the liquid 

butane dowmrards while propeller 49 remains in the neutral position and atter a seoond 

of so propeller 50 is set in the neutral poai tion and propeller 49 is again aet in the 

position where it drives the liquid butane dowmrarda. This completes the cyole 1lh ich 

is continuously repeated. It the interval which we us\.UIItd here to be one aeoond is 

long enough each time propeller 49 or propeller 50 rray draw the l8 vel of the liquid 

butane layer all the way from ita original high position down to the level of the pro

peller itself but no further than that. 

The sheet s piral repeatedly diacuaaed abow.'llhich eerY a e.a vehicle ot heat 

transfer. may be mde of any suitable plastic terial. It is of advantage though 

to make i t out of e. plastic sheet whi oh is wetted by water. or of oopper sheet which 

ia gol d pl a ted. 

If gold pl ated copper sheet is used. then t hero 1a very little crystal formation 

in the sea water and ice a dheres well to the sheet. Soe.le ocm be removed by dippin~ 

the sheet s pi:ral. in to wealc ao id. 



The f"resh water and the brine llh!ch are drawn of'f from the units are allowed to 

pus into a tank each. These tanks are connected to a compressor which will boll 

of butane vapor that is dissolved in the aqueous phase. !his is a batch operation 

and the pressure maintained over the aqueoaa fhase will fall off in each phase or 

operation from the beginning of' the Fh-ase ton.rd the end of' the phase. Ttte presalll"e 

is not allowed to drop to the point when the water would boll in the absence of butane. 

The btltane vapor sucked ott is compressed• condensed and allowed to return into 

the plant. 

A:rter the rennal of the butane vapor • the SW8&t water passes through a heat 

exchanger in eotmter-oltrrent i'ashion against the incomng soa water. l!lnd simUarly 

the brine pe.sses throu~h a heat exchanger in counter-current f'a.ahion against the i.D.

oomine; sea 1ftlter. 

Alternatively. the sweet water can go ~rough a heat exchanger in counter-current 

f'allhion against a straight chain hydrocarbon (containing aoout 10 or D>re carbon atou) 

and this hydrocarbon in turn can paas through a }l,e.t exohan~"er 1n oounter-cul"l"Gnt taahion 

against the ineotrlng see. water, and a similar device is used for such indirect heat ex

change between tne brine and the incoming sea. wuter. Such indirect hee.t exchange 18 

adequate only if thero j s physical oontaot between the b:ydroc rl>on and the aqueous phase. 

In that oaso have a counter-current liquid 1 iquid extraction system 1n which there 1e 

heat exoha.n between t.'le hydrocarbon and the aqueous phase and at the same ti butane 

disaol ved in thQ aquoous phaso will pass into the hydrocarbon phase. The butane taken 

up ey the hydrocarbon oan be removed ey distillation and roturn&d to the plant. 



PROCESS AUD APPARATUS FOR DB-SALTING SBA ATER 

This invention relates to the d&-sal ting of sea water by freezing. 

Fig 1. shows one example embodying one of the features of the invention. 

In this figure container 1 and container 2 collllllmicate through the :middle pieoe a 

and (in the first phase ot the batch proceas) sea water is al ternaiiely moved by 

means of a pump located in the middle piooe 3 from container 1 container 2 

and vis versa. These two moTements alternate •very fflft seconds. In container 1 

there is located a sheet made of plastic or some other suitable terial whioh 

is ll d up in the tor1:1. of a epiral. thnt is eo..ax1aJ with the container 1. 

Subsequent turns ot tile shoots are spaced a fflfl milimatres apart. .l similar piral 

5 is located in container 2. 

The water lewl in the two contain rs is made to oscillate between two 

extr positions. one in Which the level in container 1 roughly ccincides with 

of 
the top/sheet spiral 4 and the level in oontainer 2 roughly coincides With t)}e 

botto1:1. of sheet spiral 5 and another position in which the level in container 1 

rou ly coincides Wi. th the bottom of sh at spiral 4 and the top in container 2 

roughly ooincide with the top of sheet sp1.ral 5. 

On top of the sea water in containers 1 am 2 each there floats a layer of 

a liquid which is non- ssoble with ter. For instance a layer of straignt-chain 

one 
hydrobarbon/containing about 10 to 12 carbon atoms for instance. The depth of these 

layers is somnhat larger than the height of the spirnls 4 and 6. The hydro bar bon 

layer 6 in container 1 i cooled by coil 7 which rep sent& the vaporater of a 

refrigerator and similarly the hydrocarbon layer 8 1a cooled by con 9 which reP-

resents the e'ftporater of the same refri rater. 

Aa the a water is moved ba.olc and forth between the two containers 1 and 2. 

the cooled hydrocarbon tollOW'S the se water lewl in its mo nt axially throu,;h 

spirals 4 and 6. .le the a water lewl t:10 a axially ddii'IJ.W'al"d throutJl spiral • • the 



hydrocarbon also mows axially dowmrard through the spiral and cools the sheet spiral. 

Aa the motion ia rewrsed and the sea water moves axially upn.rd through spiral 4 

it is now cooled by the sheet spiral o that a thin layer o£ ice is deposited on 

the spiral sheet . The same thing happens in spiral 5 in container 2. In thia Il8.D.Der 

layer upon layer of ice is deposited on t-1.e spiral sheets. 

Arter an amotmt of ice has been formed which corresponds to say 1/3 or 2,/s 

of the amotmt of sea water in the container. the s a ter is drained oU through 

ftlve 10 and he water is admitted in ita place throu@tl valw 11. 

In the second phase of the be.'toh process. the £re h wa-ter is now 1:10-qd back 

and forth be'tween th two containers with the hydrocarbon layurs floa-ting on 'the top 

of the fresh water oolunna. These hydrocarbon layers are 'Wal"qd by the colla 12 md 

lS ioh represent the condensers of a refrigerater. In this :canner ~ e ... oe layer 

deposi-ted on t.'-le s piral sheets 4 and 5 is 1 ten. After a riod long enough to pernt;t 

the ml'tin of e.J.l tbe ice. the resh water is drained off through val 11 and a 

ter is admi't;'t;ed in Us place and 'the cycle begins again. 

Fi 1 ia an appara:tus iden'tioal w1 th 'that dWil in Fig 1-A and the two are 

connected in the following l:ll.mler. e ooU 21 in oont iner 14 represents the eva-

po ter of 1; refrige ter of ioh 1S represents the oonden r and t e coil 22 

represen'to t oondenGor the s rofri rater of which 9 represents the ••po-

rater. The coil 23 represents the e'ftporater of the s ret'rigerater of 1ilich 12 

represents the condenser and the coU 24 repre enta the oondenaer of the a re

frigerater of lllhich the coil 7 represents the e'ftporater. The two ohinea. the 

one epresented in Fig 1-A and the other represented in Fig 1 al ya work in 

oppoaite phase. hen sea water is .frozen in the first t:l.8.0hine• ioe is molten in 

the second ne.ohine. During this phase the colla in the first oa ine connected to the 

naporatera are in action and the colla represen-ting the condensers are ut of't • 1h ile 

in the second naohine the colla represen't;ing the condenaera are in action and the 

en.poratera are shut ofE. In the next phase when in machine B t re 1.1 sea ter 



and ice is formed and in nadline A there is fresh water and ice is molten. in 

machine A the condensers a.re 1n action and the e'Wporaters are shut oft • while 

in mcnine B the evaporaters are in action and the condensers are shut off. 

25 and 26 are cooling colla connected with the ew.porater of an au:rlli&ry 

refrigerater 11hioh lii"ts nough mat fro:o the temperature at which f'ree&ing unit. A 

and B operate to the te.operature of · e soa(the condenser of this auxiliary rei"rigen.ter 

is cooled by sea water) to :aaintain t:le freezing units at low temperature . ~is &\1%.

Uiary refrigerater is much smaller than t."ut r trigeraters which ove heat between the 

two units A and B. 

The t«lperature difference betwoG!l hydrocarbon l~era in unit A and B might be 

around lSO centigrade in onde direction or the other depending on the phaae of the 

batch operation. hereas tile auxiliary re i'rigera.ter which either cools unit A through 

the coil 25 or wit B through the coU 24. has to lift heat from about -100 centigrade 

to the temperature of the sea water. 

The apparatus shdWil in ig 2 idffers from that shown in Fig 1. in the following 

respects. Here the hydrocarbon which is used to oool or heat the spiral sheets are 

cooled or lteated directly b r bein5 evaporated or condensed right inside the units A and 

B. In this case pantan or butan r:e.y e used aa the hydrocarbon (rather than one ot the 

heavier hydrocarbons). 

In one pmse of the operation Ml.en the wit A f'reeaea and the unit B lts ioe 

the oompE"essor 27 draws butan -vapor f'ron the unit A where butan evaporates and puahes 

into the unit B wl:are the butan condenses. In the opposite Ifla.se of the operation 

when unit B freezes and unit A melts ice • the action of the oompresaor i.e re"t'8raed. 

'butan is evaporated in unit B and is condensed in unit A. An auxiliary re£rigerater 

is provided here the same y aa in ti1.e oo.se of the operation deaoribed in oonneotion 

wi1h Fig 1. 



(In place of batane. either pentane or propEUJ.e JD8.Y be used as a refrigerant). 

As nay be seen from Fig 2. when the val"Yes 29 and 30 are open. Ue the ftlna 

31 and 32 are closed. compressor 27 dra1rs butane vapor f'rom the mlit A and pushes it 

into unit B. en this phase of the operation is t rminated and the valves 29 and SO 

are closed nnd the valves 31 and :52 are opened, than compressor 27 draws wtane w.por 

from unit B and pushes it into unit A. 

During the first phase o£ tt:lo operation. unit A contains s ter which 1a moTed 

be.ok and forth bet'treen container 1 and container 2 tbrou&h the action of pUI:lp s. 

When the s water level stands at the l o st in container 1 am at the highest in 

container 2 • 1 ts level is shown in Fig 2. by the line FF in container 1 and the line --
EE 1n container 2. The sea water level is then just below the bottom of' the sheet 

spiral 4 and just abo the top of' the sheet spiral s. The butane level in oon-
~:.!--

tainer 1 is sh011m by the line DD and 1n container 2 by the line oo. In this po

sition the depth or the butane la~r on top of sheet spiral 4 is perhaps 1/S or 1~ 

of the height of the sheet spiral 4 itself. 

Prior to the onset of this phase of operation. all the s water was with.. 

drawn from unit B and no treah water was pumped into unit B to replao the s 

water and the butane level 1n unit B i indicated by the linea CC in Fig 2. 'lbe 

butane le'V9l is thus below the lower end of' the sheet spiral leaving a gap that 

has a hei01t of' perhaps 1/2 of' the height or the sheet spirals 16 and 17. 

In this phase of' operation pump 3 noves the s te:- back and forth We 

containers 1 and 2 in unit A but pump 18 in unit B is out of' action and allows tM 

butane to equilibrate betw en containers 14 and 15 so that t r..e butane le 1 is the 

aeme in both containers as indicated by the line cc. In thi.s phase of operation 

compressor 27 draws butane vapor from lmit A e.nd the •por condenses on the ice 

layer that has "'Oen deposited in the preceding phase of operation on the npiral lhHt. 

16 and 17. As the ice mslts. the water drops dcnm and accumulates below 'bha butane 

1n oont&inera 14 and 16. 

When this phase of' the operation is oo:opleted. the water 1e dnmn oft through 

the valve 20 from unit B. 



s. 

In unit A ice was formed during this phase of the operation on the spiral ahem 

-' and 5 and at the end of this phase of operation the sea water is drawn off from 

unit E through valve 10. 

In the next phase of operation butane will e"Vaporate in unit B and will oo~ 

dense in unit A and msl t the ic~ f d t here. Before this next phase of' operation 

begins . sea water is let into unit B t hrough valTe 19 and the action o1.' the com-

pressor 27 is reversed by opening Wllves S2 d Sl and closing the valves 29 and 30. 

Whenewr shift .from one phase of o~ ration to the other • it is of adftlltage 

to drain off the butane fron unit A and tmit B and pucp t he b ·ta.ne ioh wu in unit 

A into unit B and vioe na. Arter the 

drained off frail units A and B • the blta 

the ftl. vos 3:5 in unit A and M in unit B. 

root ter nn.d the sea water ha~ been 

an be dra.ined orr from t hes unit &Ol"o88 

In Fig 2. the coils S5• 36•37 and Sa repres t tho evapo tor of t~ uxil!Qry 

ref'rigerator the 1\motion of which was disc•.zsaed in t·~ description of Fig. 1. In 

place of using these coils for the uxiliary cooling we might use an auxiliary oo 

pressor wh ich will a ak butane w.por in ono phase of the operation (when lxltan 1a 

evapo!"'lted in unit A) throu01 the valve 3a out of unit A and oo1:1presa it ao tlat it 

condenses in a sea water cooled condonser and the liquid butane re-enters unit J. 

through the 'Val S9. In the next pmae of operation. the valves sa and 39 are 

closed and the valves 40 and U opened. The auxUiary compressor sua_lcs then butane 

vapor through t he vnl Te -'0 from unit B and tho oondens~ ~tane 1 returned as a 

liquid throu~ "ft1J. ve 41 into unit B. 
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